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Crowned WR marks seen on English tavern-ware 
Geoff Lock, 2016 

Introduction 
The seeds for this research were sown in October 1994 when I 
read an article in the JPS by John Douglas and Carl Ricketts 
about WR marked pieces and the possibilities for attributing 
makers by matching marks.[1]  Such pieces are rare to find in 
Australia and have fascinated me throughout my nearly 50 
years of collecting English pewter.  I have assembled over 30 
examples, including balusters, OEWS measures and OEAS 
tavern pots marked with a crowned WR that I have used as 
key sources of reference in writing this report.  These pieces 
collectively represent 18 makers from London and the regional 
towns of Bewdley, Birmingham and Wigan. 

On Thursday November 22nd 2012, the collection of the late 
Michael Boorer (Fig. 1a) was sold at Bonhams, Chester.[2]  
This unique collection contained numerous rare examples of 
English tavern-ware that had taken many years to assemble, 
and included more than 40 tavern pots marked with a 
crowned WR.  It was the most extensive grouping known to 
exist in a single collection to date.  Other than makers’ 
marks, where known, little other information about these 
marked pieces was available. 

I firmly believe that information should be shared for the 
benefit of all collectors.  To achieve that end and compile the 
details that follow, I have researched auction catalogues and 
private sources for examples of pewter with makers’ marks 
and a crowned WR, as well as information contained on the 
Pewter Society’s database and in publications of the Society. 

Historic background 
The standardising of weights and measures within England 
can be traced back to pre-Norman times.  The earliest laws I 
have found are those of King Edgar, c959 AD and 963 AD 
which state, “And let one measure and one weight pass; such 
as is observed at London and at Winchester.”[3] 

A century later, following the Norman invasion in 1066, other 
laws re-iterated that the old standards be lawful, as with 

William 1 in 1068 AD, “We ordain and command that the 
weights and measures throughout our Realm be as our worthy 
pre-decessors have established.”[4]  Standard measures were 
again guaranteed in the Magna Carta, Chap 35, under Henry 
111, in 1225 AD, “One measure of wine shall be throughout 
our Realm and one measure of ale.”[5]  This was repeated by 
subsequent monarchs in Acts of Weights and Measures such 
as that of Edward 111 in 1353 AD which states “There shall be 
but one weight, measure and yard throughout the Realm” [6] 
and that of Henry V11 in 1494 AD which listed the towns and 
cities where weights and measures were kept.[7] 

Michaelis records that in 1696 a petition from the Tin 
Farmers of Cornwall led to a resolution by a Committee of 
the House of Commons asking that “No wine, beer, ale, 
brandy, rum or other spirits be sold by retail in any tavern or 
other public house, but in sealed measures made of 
pewter.”[8]  It is thought that this petition was due to on-
going complaints, dating back to 1632, about cheaper 
imported earthen-ware containers that were un-sealed for 
their capacity.  Certainly the issue was raised again in 1649 as 
pewterers voiced their concerns, stating that “All measures 
for liquid Commodities may be made of mettle or stuffe as 
will take a fair impression of a seal.”[9] 

The 1699 “Act ascertaining the measures for 
retailing Ales and Beer” 
In 1699 “an Act ascertaining the measures for retailing ale 
and beer” was passed, requiring that all ale and beer was to be 
sold from quarts and pints stamped according to the standard 
as of the 24th June 1700.[10] 

Section 1 of the Act stated that “All inn-keepers and ale-
house keepers shall sell their ale and beer by a full Ale quart 
or Ale pint marked according to the said standard, or in 
proportion there unto, in a vessel made of wood, earth, glass, 
horn, leather, pewter or of some good and wholesome metal, 
sized and equalled unto the said standard and signed, stamped 
or marked.”  This would imply that some vessels would be 
lidded for a stamp to be struck, as glass or earthenware 
objects would break if marked. 

Section 11 stated that, as of the 29th Sept 1700, it would be 
illegal to sell beer or ales in un-marked vessels.  Section V 
decreed that “The mayor of each city, Town Corporate, 
Borough or Market town, from June 24th 1700, to have every 
one of them to be plainly and apparently agreed, stamped and 
marked with WR and a crown.”  The cost per piece for such 
verification was a farthing and the mayor of each locale was to 
provide the standards.[11]  Broadsheets proclaiming this Act 
(such as in Fig. 3) appeared in London streets within days of its 
passing[12] and the Act remained in force throughout England 
and Wales until its repeal by the Imperial Act of 1824.[13] 

Fig. 1a: The late Michael 
Boorer 

Fig. 1b: Two-band pint c1690 and mark 
attrib. to Dyer [PS3016], from the 

Boorer collection 
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Locations where crowned WR was used for 
verifying capacity 
The use of a crowned WR stamp for verifying the capacity of 
pewter-wares has been identified on OEAS tankards and ale-
flagons, and OEWS measures and balusters manufactured 
from c1700 onwards, predominantly in London.  

In the latter period of the 18th century, various examples of a 
crowned WR mark were also seen on pewter-wares made in 
the regional areas of Bewdley, Birmingham, Wigan and 
Shrewsbury.  Other possible locations for similar verification 
are Worcester, York, Sheffield and Bristol, but evidence for 
use in these centres is yet to be discovered. 

Some post-Imperial Act crowned WR verification marks are 
also evident on bulbous measures and tavern pots from 
regional areas.  These marks date from c1835 to c1842 and 
will be covered at the conclusion of this report.  

(A) London 
The passing of the Act of 1699 may have been a relatively 
straightforward matter, but the administration of it was far 
from simple.  Its wording implied that the Act was binding 
throughout the Realm, being England and Wales prior to the 
Unification Act with Scotland of 1707. 

London, being the centre for pewter manufacture at the time, 
dominated trade between the capital and regional areas.  
Despite the requirements under the Act, complaints about non- 

compliance or fraudulence saw the publication of broad-sides 
(broadsheets) in 1708, 1720 and 1721 requiring all measures to 
be marked according to the standards of the Exchequer.[14] 

Complaints regarding fraudulent weights and measures 
continued, so a further broadside/proclamation was issued by 
Lord Mayor Brocas on 28th July 1730.  This stated that it was 
illegal to buy or sell within the city with any weights or 
measures that were un-marked and, in addition, “It is ordered 
that this City’s arms shall for the future be added to the Mark 
or Seal used for Sealing the same.”[15]  (Despite this broad-
side, evidence suggests that few makers took it seriously.  
Only 8 examples of the more than 60 different marks found in 
this research show a sword incorporated with the WR stamp, 
the earliest dating from c1730.   

 
Fig. 3: 1730 broadsheet issued by Lord Mayor Brocas 

The Brocas broadside of 1730 is the earliest reference for the 
use of the City of London Arms with WR found by the author.   

Fig. 4a: M6109 used by 
John Donne [PS35] 

Fig. 4b: M4185 used by 
Susannah Cocks [PS1779] 

Fig. 2: Broadsheet posted following Act of 1699 
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They are described thus: “The coat of Arms came into use on 
17th April 1381.  It consists of a silver shield bearing a red 
cross with a red upright sword in the first quarter.  It combines 
the emblems of the Patron Saints of England and London; the 
cross of St. George with the symbol of the martyrdom of St. 
Paul.”[16] 

Crowned WR marks used in London c1700 to c1824 
I have compiled a list of more than 60 known London makers 
whose wares include a crowned WR mark.  Their collective 
working careers span the period from c1685 (John Donne 
[PS35] – see Fig. 4a) to the post Imperial Act c1840’s (S 
Cocks [PS1779] – see Fig. 4b).  Some of the earliest pieces 
discovered to be so marked are high-band pots by J Compere 
[PS1865] M6505 and J Thomas [PS9312] M6376. 

A statistical break-down of their working years indicates that 
14 were working prior to c1710, a further 8 began operation 
before c1740, another 6 before 1760 and over 30 had 
established themselves in work between c1770 and c1820.  

Of this latter group, at least 15 were in business both before 
and after the introduction of Imperial standard in 1826. 

By analysing their marks as illustrated on the data-base and 
from observations of marked items in private collections, 
there appear to be 4 basic designs used by makers that 
complied with the directions of the Act.  Those designs/types 
found are as follows:  
Type [1] Crowned WR, c1700 to c1824 - 26 makers, eg J 

Donne [PS35] c1685-1727, M6109; 
Type [2] Crowned WR, the W being formed by twin 

overlapping Vs, c1700 to c1824 - 16 makers, eg W 
Charlesley [PS1623] c1732-70, M3794; 

Type [3] Crown over a W, upright sword and R, c1730 to 
c1820 - 8 makers, e.g. J Fasson PS3265 c1753-82, 
M5129; and 

Type [4] Crown over City of London arms flanked by W and 
R, c1790-1824 - 7 makers, eg J Savory [PS8232] 
c1807-30, M6486. 

London Type [1]: Crowned WR mark, c1700 to c1824 
The 26 Type [1] marks show the greatest variations in size, 
crown design, style of lettering, dots and stars between letters 

and features unique to individual makers.  All of these marks 
are in relief, with a crown above a W and R. 

Variation within makers’ WR stamps can be seen from the 
following: 
(a) an early tavern pot attributed to J Dyer [PS3016] has the R 

commencing from the right leg of the W (see Fig. 1b); 
(b)  that attributed to J Donne [PS35] M6109 has two small 

stars between the W and R (see Fig. 4a); 
(c) two dots separate the W and R of R Parr’s mark [PS7120] 

M5948 (see Fig 7a); 
(d)  a single cross is seen between the W and R of J Wynn 

[PS10393] M6128 (see Fig. 7b);  
(e) mark M4159 of Townsend & Compton [PS9443] has a 

unique and distinctive crown (see Fig. 8a); and 
 (f) M Alderson [PS140] and J Alderson [PS139] may both 

have used M6513, with a serif above the middle of the W 
together with a dot separating the W and R (see Fig 8b).  

Fig. 7a: M5948 used by Robert 
Parr [PS7120] 

Fig. 7b: M6128 used by John 
Wynn [PS10393] 

Fig. 5a: High band pint pot by John 
Compere c1710 [PS1865]  

Fig. 5b: Mark M6505 
used by John Compere 

Fig. 6a: High band pot c1720 by John 
Thomas [PS9312]  

Fig. 6b: Mark M6376 
used by John Thomas 
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In some instances marks show close similarities in design, 
such as those of J Foster [PS3459] M4182 and F Gerardin 
[PS3750] M5108. 

London Type [2]: Crowned WR, the W being 
formed by twin over-lapping Vs, c1700 to c1824 
The author considers this type of maker’s stamp to be the most 
attractive of the WR marks and has found it connected to at 
least 16 makers.  Those seen are all large in size, measuring 
approx. 12 mm in width and 14 mm in height and all are in 
relief style.  Several makers are known to have used versions 
of this type of mark prior to c1730, including T Carpenter 
[PS1510], J Langford [PS5662] and E Ubly [PS9626]. 

The following marks are connected to makers whose 
businesses succeeded or were associated with each other: 
(a) M3794, associated with T Carpenter [PS1510] and W 

Charlesley [PS1623] (c1715 to c1758); 
 (b) M4185 is seen on wares by Pitt & Floyd [PS7368], Pitt & 

Dadley [PS7367] and S Cocks [PS1779] (see Fig. 4b).  
Used from c1769 to c1824; 

(c) M5459 used by J Langford [PS5662] until c1758 and later, 
perhaps, by S K Hagger [PS4229] c1768 onwards; 

(d) M4181 is seen on wares by E Grove [PS4116] and 
Carpenter & Hamberger [PS26] (c1760s to c1824) (see 
Fig. 12a);  

(e) M5484 is found on pieces by members of the Fasson 
family including J Fasson 11 [PS3265] and J & T Fasson 
[PS11204] from c1753 to c1798.  Also seen on Fasson pots 
is M5129, a mark thought to be an early version of Type 
[3]; and 

(f) M5606 is seen on wares exported to the American colonies 
by S Ellis [PS3103] and Burford & Green [PS1164]. 

The mark M6374 of E Ubly [PS9626] is unique, incorporating 
both an overlapping V type of W, sword and R, suggesting 
that it conformed to the 1730 broadside of Lord Mayor Brocas.  
I have yet to see a similar mark by any other maker.  

London Type [3]: Crown over a W, upright sword  
and R, c1730 to c1820 
The author is of the opinion that Type [3] is an early example 
of a City of London mark, incorporating the sword of St. Paul 
with W and R.  This would be in keeping with both Lord 
Mayor Brocas’s broadside of 1730 and known practice, dating 
from Elizabethan times, of using the sword of St. Paul for 
stamping bronze weights.[18]  

Fig. 8a: M4159 used by 
Townsend and Compton 

[PS9443] 

Fig. 8b: M6513 used by Mary 
Alderson [PS140] and possibly 
by her husband John [PS139] 

Fig. 10a: Pint U and fillet 
tavern pot by S Cocks 

[PS1779] 

Fig. 10b: Lidded quart by 
Carpenter and Hamberger 

[PS26] 

     
   

     
  

 

Fig. 9a: M4182 used by 
John Foster [PS3459] 

Fig. 9b: M5108 used by 
Francis Gerardin [PS3750] 

Fig. 12a: M4181 used by 
Carpenter & Hamberger [PS26] 

Fig. 12b: M6374 used by 
Edward Ubly [PS9626] 

     
     

   

     
     

   

     
     

   

     
     

   

Fig. 11: M5606 used by 
Burford & Green [PS1164] and 

Samuel Ellis [PS3103] 
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All marks of this type are large in size (measuring up to 
12mm across and 15mm in height), were struck in relief style 
and included a large crown above the W, sword and R.   

There are 11 makers, dating from c1730 to c1820, whose 
wares are known to display this type of mark.  Most 
examples discovered date from post c1750 and are mainly on 
individual maker’s tavern pots. 

M5129 is known to have been used by successive family 
members - namely J Fasson [PS3265] 1753-82 and later J & 
T Fasson [PS11204] 1782-98.  It is very similar to an un-
recorded mark seen on a pint pot by J Tidmarsh [PS9384] 
1715-65 in a private collection.  It is quite distinct, as the 
sword protrudes into the lower part of the crown.  This mark 
is also recorded on pints by J Savory [PS8232] 1807-30. 

The Phillips family of pewterers also passed down stamps, as 
M5966 is seen on wares by both T Phillips [PS1343] 1800-49 
and W Phillips [PS7330] 1823-41.  The mark is very similar to 
M6528 seen on wares by N Barber 11 [PS15391] c1802-1834, 
to whose business it is thought the Phillips were successors. 

London Type [4]: Crown over City of London arms, 
flanked by W and R, c1790-1824  
Almost certainly a City of London verification stamp this 
mark is seen on tavern pots dating from c1790 until c1824.  
Like the other crowned WR marks under discussion, this is a 
large stamp, measuring 12mm in width and 15mm in height.  
It consists of the crowned arms of the City of London 
flanked by a W and an R and has been recorded on the wares 
of 8 different makers who were in business from c1790 
through until the introduction of Imperial standard in 1826.  

As with other London crowned WR styles, all Type 4 marks 
so far seen were struck in relief. 

Most examples I have seen have been struck off-centre, often 
missing the R, suggesting that this was applied by a city 
inspector or an official stamper rather than the pewterer who 
would have likely taken more care with the stamping of the 
mark.  This observation was first pointed out by John 
Douglas and Carl Ricketts in the JPS of Autumn 1994.[19] 

The mark is sometimes seen accompanied by a maker’s 
crowned WR mark, a feature not encountered with other 
types.  Makers whose wares have two different crowned WR 
stamps on the same piece include the following: 
(a) R.A. [PS17824] c1800-22, M6116 and M6119; 
(b) Townsend & Compton [PS9443], M4159 and M6524; 
(c) F Gerardin [PS3750] c1797-1821, M5108 and M6119; 
(d) Grimes & Son [PS4109] c1817-1838, M1772 and M6119; 
(e) T Phillips [PS1343] c1800-49, M5966 and M6119; 
(f) J Poole [PS7507] c1820-1843, M6016 and M6015; and 
(g) J Savory [PS8232] c1807-1830, M5926/5129 and M6486. 

Curiously, I have noted that several makers have a pre-1826 
city of Westminster portcullis mark and a crowned WR 
stamp on some of their wares.  This suggests that these were 
verified by an inspector/stamper in that city’s jurisdiction as 
well as being stamped with the maker’s WR punch.  The 
following makers, dating from c1800 to c1824 - Alderson, 
[PS139], S Cocks [PS1779] and Hamberger & Carpenter 
[PS26] all have wares with both stamps. 

[B] Regional use of crowned WR verification marks 
As stated earlier, some regional centres used various crowned 
WR stamps for verification purposes.  These marks can be 
dated from c1750 until the introduction of Imperial standard.  
In most instances, the style of mark is incusive, with only 2 
examples found in relief form, both from Birmingham.  
Makers whose wares bear a crowned WR are known in the 
following: Bewdley, Birmingham, Shrewsbury and Wigan. 

Bewdley 
There are 4 known makers or firms whose wares bear a 
crowned WR.  As with London makers, it is suggested that the 
verification marks were applied by the makers at the place of 
manufacture.  The marks are smaller than those of London, all 
being of incusive form and struck usually on the body of 
tavern pots or under the base of OEWS bulbous Type 1 
measures.[20]  The crown in these marks is almost "bun-like", 
being quite distinctive when compared with those of other 
regional areas.  M6511 of C Banckes [PS71] 1748 to 1793, 
 

Fig. 13a: Pint tavern pot by J Fasson 11 
[PS3265] 

Fig. 13b: Mark M5129 
used by J Fasson 11 

Fig. 14a: M6486 seen on wares 
by J Savory [PS8232] 

Fig. 14b: M6524 seen on pint by 
Townsend & Compton [PS9443] 
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is the earliest seen from this location.  The firms of Ingram & 
Hunt [PS5094] 1778-1805, Crane & Stinton [PS2071] 1807-
15, and J C Crane [PS72] 1815-31, succeeded each other [21] 
and all used the same mark M4186 (see Fig. 15b). 

Birmingham 
The author has found at least 8 makers or firms operating in 
Birmingham from c1770 to c1820, whose wares bear 
examples of a crowned WR verification.[22]  These marks are 
in both relief and incusive form, the relief examples being  the 
only ones of this style seen outside of the London area. 

(a) Relief form 
Two slightly different versions of a “feathery” crown over 
WR have been noted, being M6255 and M3282.  A rubbed 
mark, M5785, similar to one of these has been noted by a 
member of the public on a pint with the stamp of T Millward 
[PS6446] c1790-1818, on the body.  However, Millward is 
not known as a maker of pewter tavern-ware. 

M6255 of Birch & Villers [PS712] c1770-85 (see Fig. 17a) is 
the earliest Birmingham mark found in this research.  It has 
been seen on their tavern pots and also on the lids of OEWS 
double volute balusters.[23]  This version has no serif above 
the middle section of the W.  It is thought that this mark was 
continued in use by Villers & Wilkes [PS9655] c1805-35. 

M3282 (see Fig. 17b) is found on tavern pots by W McKenzie 
[PS6311] c1823-41.  This mark, likely to be the last in use 
before the introduction of Imperial standard, differs from  

M6255 as it has a serif above the middle of the W.  M3282 is 
also known on type 1 bulbous OEWS measures, being 
sometimes struck inverted on the collar of measures of smaller 
capacity.[24] 

(b) Incusive form 
At least 5 different examples have been noted, being M3133, 
M4044, M6012, M 6102 and M6526.  All of these marks have 
a crown above a WR, but exhibit differences within the crown. 
(a) M3133 has been seen on wares by Meeson & Grove 

[PS6389] c1815-22 and on others by Abel Grove 11 
[PS4128] c1823-45 (see Fig.19a).  This mark is also 
recorded on the lids of OEWS double volute balusters 
considered to be Birmingham-made; 

 

Fig. 16: Two U and fillet tavern pots by Birch & Villers [PS712] 
bearing the crowned WR mark M6255 shown in Fig. 17a. 

Fig. 15a: Lidded quart by Ingram 
and Hunt [PS 5094] of Bewdley 

Fig. 15b: Mark M4186 
used by Ingram and 

Hunt [PS5094] 

Fig. 17a: M6255 used by Birch 
and Villers [PS712] 

Fig. 17b: M3282 used by William 
McKenzie [PS6311] 

Fig. 18: A pair of tavern pots by William McKenzie [PS6311] 
bearing the crowned WR mark M3282 shown in Fig. 17b 

Fig. 19a: M3133 used by 
Meeson & Grove [PS6389] 

Fig. 19b: M4044 used by T 
Scholefield and Meeson & Co 
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(b) M4044 (see Fig. 19b) was used by T Scholefield [PS8316] 
c1790-1808 and by Meeson & Co [PS6387] c1811-14; 

(c) M6012 is noted on tavern pots by Villers & Wilkes 
[PS9655] but could be an inspector’s stamp; 

(d) M6102 has been found on pieces made by London 
pewterers Gerardin [PS3750] and H Pizzey [PS7373], 
with additional regional verification stamps.  This 
indicates that pots and measures were inspected in 
different locations during their life-time and that trade 
existed between London makers and regional areas; and 

(e) M6526 (see Fig. 20b) is a unique mark, being a widely 
spread W R beneath a crown, only seen on OEWS bulbous 
measures by Abel Grove 11.  These measures, some with 
his distinctive “coffee-bean” terminal handle, do not have a 
maker’s mark. 

 
Fig. 20c: OEWS and Imperial measures by Abel Grove 11 with 

distinctive "Coffee-bean" terminals. 

Shrewsbury  
The wares of only one maker from this location, Samuel 
Harrop [PS4415] c1734-79, has been discovered bearing a 
crowned WR verification stamp.  This mark is incusive in 
design, being a small crown over WR (M5001).  It is seen on 
various pieces by this maker as described and illustrated by 
David W Hall in the JPS.[25] 

Wigan 
OEWS bulbous measures with a distinctive Wigan body shape 
have been noted with a small incusive crowned WR mark.  
This mark measures 4mm by 5mm in entirety and is attributed 
to W Bolton [PS11287] c1762-89.  It is thought that the WR 
mark was continued to be used by Bolton & Wylde [PS1234] 

c1822-35 on similar wares[26] until they introduced measures 
of Imperial standard (see Fig. 21). 

Crowned WR verification marks seen on Imperial 
capacity measures 
The implementation of the Act of 1835 saw the compulsory 
inspection and stamping of all measures and tavern ale 
pots.[27]  For a short time, in compliance with the Act, 
various counties and districts used stamps that had a crowned 
WR above a district or Borough mark.  It is thought that 
these marks were superseded with VR marks by c1840.   

Over 30 of these marks have been recorded in Douglas and 
Ricketts’ work of 1996 and are a post-script to the larger, 
more elaborate marks of the 18th century.  These latter WR 
marks are found on pieces from regional areas, ranging from 
the North-West of England in Lancashire and Cumberland, 
across to Durham and down to the South-West in Cornwall.  
Lancashire alone has 12 known districts where crowned WR 
marks are recorded from c1835 to c1842 [28] (see Figs 22a 
and 22b). 

Your author has some examples of these marks, all incusive, 
in his collection, mainly on bulbous measures by Edgar, J C 
Crane and Bolton & Wylde that display marks from 
Lancashire and Wiltshire. Further research on these late WR 
marks is warranted. 

 

 

Fig. 22a: Crowned WR mark for 
Salford-Rochdale 

Fig. 22b: Crowned WR mark for 
West Derby Prescot, Inspector J 

Johnson 

Fig. 20a: OEWS gill by Abel Grove 11 
[PS4128] 

Fig. 20B: Mark M6526 
on OEWS gill by Abel 

Grove 11 

Fig. 21: Small crowned WR 
mark used by Wigan makers 
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Summary 
(a) Some general observations about London WR marks, 
c1700 to c1824 
All WR marks seen on London-attributed pieces are of relief 
style, incorporating a large decorative crown above the WR.  

All Type [2] WR marks seen are large, being approx. 12mm 
wide and 14mm in height. 

Both Type [1] and [2] marks have variations of font design 
and include stars and either one or two dots between the W 
and R.  They appear to have been in use concurrently from 
c1700 until c1824. 

In most instances, the maker’s WR mark is struck on the 
upper body to the left of the handle attachment. 

 
(b) London-made tavern pots and balusters with a 
crowned WR verification  
Tavern wares bearing a crowned WR mark which were made 
prior to c1750 are predominantly of straight-sided design, 
usually of either OEAS quart or pint capacity.  Pots of ½ pint 
capacity are regarded as scarce.  Ball terminals to handles are 
seen from c1720 to c1775.  Flat attention-style terminals tend 
to be later, c1760 onwards.  

Crowned WR marked U and fillet tavern pots with scroll 
handles and fish-tail terminals tend to date from the middle 
of the 18th century onwards into the early years of the 19th 
century. 

Few balusters bearing a crowned WR mark have been found 
in this research.  This is to be expected as they were made in 
OEWS capacity, not ale, and marked accordingly.  David 
Moulson has explained this in his article, “Crowned hR / HR 
Verification Marks”[17] and OEWS capacity.  However, a 
matched pair of ½ gill and gill OEWS bud balusters with the 
secondary mark of J Watts 1 [PS9837] and a crowned WR 
mark on their lids M6504, shows that anomalies exist. 

(c) Duplication of London WR marks 
There are numerous examples of the same WR stamp being 
passed down from maker to maker.  In some instances, this 
was within families over generations, such as from father to 
son, as with the marks of J Fasson [PS3265] M5484 and J & 
T Fasson [PS11204] M 5484. 

Several businesses without such direct family links worked 
in a similar manner, using stamps previously used by their 
predecessor.  This was clearly the case with the mark M3794, 
which was used by T Carpenter [PS1510] and W Charlesley 
[PS1623] over the period from c1715 to c1758. 

The businesses of E Grove [PS4116] and Carpenter and 
Hamberger [PS26] used M4181 for over 60 years from c1760 
to the early years of the 19th century.  Similarly M4185 has 
been attributed initially to Pitt & Floyd [PS7638] and was still 

being used to verify wares by S Cocks [PS1779] in the years 
just prior to the introduction of Imperial standard. 

Other generalisations are not easily made.  Initially, it was 
the author’s thought that later examples of WR marks would 
be smaller in size than earlier examples.  However, this 
theory is disproved in respect of Cocks [PS1779] c1819-41 
and Moring [PS6547] 1794-1832 whose marks are quite 
large, whereas that of J Compere [PS1865] 1699-1724 is as 
small as that of J Foster [PS3459] 1800-37.  In some 
instances WR marks seen on pots have helped to identify the 
maker when taken into context with known secondary marks 
or structural features used by a particular individual.  An un-
marked ½ pint U and fillet attributed to Foster by his known 
WR mark serves as an example of this, as do similar 
attributions to makers such as Alderson, Compton and 
Yorke.  Some crowned WR marks, however, still remain un-
attributed to a maker.  

(d) Regional WR marks  
The great majority of crowned WR marks were struck in 
London.  Regional examples make up less than 25% of all 
crowned WR marks referred to in this report.  Almost all 
regional crowned WR marks are of plain incusive style with 
smaller crowns than their London counter-parts.  Only 2 
examples of relief design were found, both from Birmingham.  
Of the regional WR marks found, most date from the second 
half of the 18th century to c1825.  As with London makers, 
several examples are known where the crowned WR mark was 
used by firms succeeding each other.  New marks have also 
been attributed to specific makers through comparisons of 
body features such as the “Coffee-bean” handle terminal used 
only by Abel Grove 11 of Birmingham.  

Finale 
As a result of this study, all known crowned WR marks on 
the data-base have been sorted alphabetically and by 
location.  The marks have been further analysed by font style 
and design, being initially categorised relief or incusive.  The 
London marks have been further sorted into 4 separate 
designs/styles to which new marks may be assigned.  
Regional marks have been similarly organised.  This method 
of classifying marks may come under closer scrutiny with 
future research, but is the first systematic analysis of these 
marks so far undertaken.  I am also able to report that, 
stemming from this research, new marks for 15 different 
makers have been attributed and entered onto the Pewter 
Society’s database. 
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